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EDITORIAL
Hi Folks, we are quite excited and happy for the reunion with you people back after a long summer break. Hope 
you all are doing great.
The Defence Day of Pakistan signifies passion and sacrifice, serving as a supreme cause to lay our lives for the 
sake of our beloved homeland. This glorious day, where whole Pakistani nation stood side by side its Armed 
Forces, calls upon us to make a pledge to renew spirit of loyalty and service to Pakistan and pay tribute to 
valiant sons who embraced 'Shahadat' while ensuring the security of the nation.
September 6, allows us to reflect upon the courage and valour of our soldiers who had defeated a numerically 
large enemy and inflicted upon them a great setback. As Pakistan is moving towards a path of progress, we 
shall always remember supreme sacrifices of these sons who laid down their lives for our prosperous tomorrow. 
The defence of the country is not limited to 6 September alone, rather stretches upon an entire lifetime and 
encompasses all dimensions of physical and ideological frontiers which need to be guarded.
Celebrating this day helps us in reinvigorating the spirit of patriotism. Today Pakistan is confronted with multiple 
security challenges in shape of extremism, terrorism and external aggression, the entire nation stands alongside 
Pakistan Defence Forces to thwart evil designs against integrity and prosperity of Pakistan. Our soldiers are our 
greatest asset as they not only offer their precious lives for fighting in battlefields but also remain prepared to 
undertake the responsibility of working as a cohesive force in very challenging situation, may it be horrifying 
earthquakes or the devastating floods. The resolve and personal sacrifices of our men in arms is a great source 
of inspiration for whole nation. On this special day, the whole nation stands united with utmost discipline and 
unwavering faith to make this country strong. We, by playing our part in the development of the country, can 
make Pakistan unassailable against security and economic challenges. Let us take the opportunity to once again 
pay homage to the martyrs of September 6, 1965 and all those who sacrificed their lives for the safety of the 
country in the later years.
Pakistan Zindabad!
WOULD like to congratulate all the students of O-level II, III and class 9, 10 respectively for their ingenious 
and glittering result in Cambridge and Board Examination,2023 and making us proud and delighted once again

O-Level Exquisite Result, May / June 2023
Our O-Level system in PMS Girls I has risen from its modest beginnings to a major 
force in the world of education. Keeping the ritual this year as well, our dazzling 
students produced an eminent result in Cambridge examination, May/June 2023. 
We are extremely honored and delighted that our talented students of O-Level 
has bagged 23A* and 55A'S which is indeed an achievement significantly higher 
Here goes our Highest Achievers of outgoing class:

Our current batch of 0-3 (appeared in 3 subjects) has also earned a comprehensive 
range of excellent Individual scores with an overall 100% result that epitomizes 
excellence and hard work of students. Our bright learners are:

The dedication and hard work of students, teachers and management have truly 
paid off, making us immensely proud of their distinguished performance. Such 
result highlights academic excellence and commitment to learning

ZANEERA SAIF
2A*, 3A'S

SABEEHA SHAFI
2A*, 2A'S

ALEENA AKHTER
1A*, 4A'S

MANAHIL GULALAY

1A*, 3A'S

ANFAL WAQAR

1A*, 2A'S
HUMAIRA SANAULLAH

1A*, 1A
MARYAM RIAZ

2A'S, 3B'S
SUMMAYA MANSOOR

2A'S, 4B'S

ASNA SYED
2A*, 1A

SYEDA AREESHA
2A*, 1A

AAIRA YOUSAF
1A*, 2A'S

SYEDA RUQAIYAH

1A*, 2A'S
MAHAM MUNIR
1A*, 2A'S

ZAAISH AMIR

1A*, 2A'S

SAMAVIA IQBAL
1A*, 2A'S

ERINA KIYANI
1A*, 2A'S

HUDA SETHI
3A'S

HOORIA RIAZ
3A'S
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Aiman Iqbal
581 Marks

Saman Gul
580 Marks

Aiman
580 Marks

Aliza Khattak
578 Marks

Alina Andleeb
Marks 1066

Maryam Attaullah
Marks 1067

SSC 
Annual Part I

Hafsa Farooq
Marks 1071

SSC Annual Part II

HANIA SHERAZ
MARKS 566

FATIMA WAHEED
MARKS 571

BARIYA REHMAN
MARKS 566

AARSA YASIR
MARKS 566

MEENA GUL
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ALEENA SHIRAZ
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HAYA FATIMA
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Anusha Ahmad
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High Achievers of
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Model Girls High School, 
Hayatabab, Campus

in SSC Annual Examination 2023

"EXEMPLARY ACADEMIC TRIUMPH""EXEMPLARY ACADEMIC TRIUMPH""EXEMPLARY ACADEMIC TRIUMPH"
In a remarkable display of dedication and hard work, the students of Class 10 of PMS girls 1 and Hayatabad 
campus  have achieved outstanding academic results in the SSC Examination 2023 that deserve recognition 
and applause. The recent examination results reflect not only the commitment of the students but also the 
support of the teachers, parents, and the school management as a whole.
In conclusion, the exceptional results achieved by the students stand as a testament to their dedication, the 
diligence of their teachers, and the support of their parents. These achievements are not merely a reflection 
of academic prowess, but also a testament to the character and potential of the students as they continue 
their educational journey. We wish them the best for their future endeavours. May their path be filled with 
success and fulfillment.

Overall Result of Overall Result of 
Both Campuses inBoth Campuses in

S.S.C S.S.C 
Annual Examination 2023Annual Examination 2023
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Both Campuses in

S.S.C 
Annual Examination 2023



Benefits of EducationBenefits of EducationBenefits of Education

Education is the act of teaching knowledge to Education is the act of teaching knowledge to 

others and the act of receiving knowledge others and the act of receiving knowledge 

from someone else. Education is the process from someone else. Education is the process 

of  gathering information about the world of  gathering information about the world 

and oneself.and oneself.

Formal education is learning that takes place Formal education is learning that takes place 

in school or with private teachers. People also in school or with private teachers. People also 

learn from their families, with friends whilelearn from their families, with friends while

traveling, and in many other places. This is traveling, and in many other places. This is 

called informal education. In short educationcalled informal education. In short education

is the key to unlocking the world. It is the is the key to unlocking the world. It is the 

passport to freedom.passport to freedom.
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Romaisa Jebran (5-G)
Warsak Road, Campus

Zarlala (VI-A)
Hayatabad, Campus

5 Crazy Facts About Space.5 Crazy Facts About Space.5 Crazy Facts About Space.
1) Neutrol Stars can spin at a rate of_______1) Neutrol Stars can spin at a rate of_______

     rotation per second      rotation per second 

2) There is an uncountable number2) There is an uncountable number

     of___________in the known universe     of___________in the known universe

3) The Apollo astronauts foot prints on the 3) The Apollo astronauts foot prints on the 

     moon will probably stay there for      moon will probably stay there for 

     at least____________million years     at least____________million years

4) One million___________can lift inside 4) One million___________can lift inside 

     the sun answers     the sun answers

                                                              1) 2) 3) 4)1) 2) 3) 4)600 Stars 100 Earth600 Stars 100 Earth
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Hibba Zafar (VIII-B)
Warsak Road, Campus
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Laugh out LoudLaugh out Loud

Oh my GodOh my God

I Love youI Love you

Talk to you soonTalk to you soon

To be HonestTo be Honest

In real lifeIn real life

In Search ofIn Search of

Just KiddingJust Kidding

Point of viewPoint of view

Real timeReal time

By the wayBy the way

Estimated time of arrivalEstimated time of arrival

Personal ComputerPersonal Computer

Please Please 

Be right back Be right back 

Thank youThank you

Hope this helpsHope this helps

Message me back.Message me back.
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Study of:-Study of:-Study of:-

Manahil Faraz (9th-B)
Warsak Road, Campus

Study of blood HaematologyStudy of blood Haematology

Study of Liver HepatologyStudy of Liver Hepatology

Study of Fungi MycologyStudy of Fungi Mycology

Study of Algae PhycologyStudy of Algae Phycology

Study of Virus VirologyStudy of Virus Virology

Study of Kidney NephrologyStudy of Kidney Nephrology

Study of Cancer OncologyStudy of Cancer Oncology

Study of Universe CosmologyStudy of Universe Cosmology

Study of Fruits PomologyStudy of Fruits Pomology

Study of Birds OrnithologyStudy of Birds Ornithology

Study of Bones OsteologyStudy of Bones Osteology

Study of Eggs OlogyStudy of Eggs Ology

Study of Dream OneirologyStudy of Dream Oneirology

Study of Hair TrichologyStudy of Hair Trichology

Study of Eyes OphthalmologyStudy of Eyes Ophthalmology
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The Catching Invitation to the The Catching Invitation to the 
Coronation of King Charles IIICoronation of King Charles III
The Catching Invitation to the 
Coronation of King Charles III

Syeda Arisha    O Level III (Tulip)

Buckingham Palace released the invitation that Buckingham Palace released the invitation that 

over 2,000 guests were set to receive for the coronation. over 2,000 guests were set to receive for the coronation. 

The invitation’s original artwork as hand-printed in The invitation’s original artwork as hand-printed in 

watercolor and gouache, then printed on recycled paper watercolor and gouache, then printed on recycled paper 

with gold foil detailing added. The invitation's borders with gold foil detailing added. The invitation's borders 

is a sprawling British wild flower meadow featuring is a sprawling British wild flower meadow featuring 

symbols, such as rosemary springs for remembrance. symbols, such as rosemary springs for remembrance. 

Flowers appear in groups of three signifying that the Flowers appear in groups of three signifying that the 

king is the third monarch of his name. The design king is the third monarch of his name. The design 

centres on the "Green Man" an ancient figure in British centres on the "Green Man" an ancient figure in British 

folklore which symbolizes spring and rebirth.folklore which symbolizes spring and rebirth.
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folklore which symbolizes spring and rebirth.

Syeda Ruqaya Shah  O-Level III

Pakistan is Beautiful!Pakistan is Beautiful!Pakistan is Beautiful!
Think about how every time you search for the most beautiful Think about how every time you search for the most beautiful 

place an earth and countries like Switzerland, Australia or Maldives place an earth and countries like Switzerland, Australia or Maldives 

come to your  mind. When you plan for a trip, you rather prefercome to your  mind. When you plan for a trip, you rather prefer

to visit foreign countries. Why not pakistan? to visit foreign countries. Why not pakistan? 

Pakistan is home to many of the greatest mountain ranges, has Pakistan is home to many of the greatest mountain ranges, has 

lush green villages, mighty rivers, beautiful lakes and amazing lush green villages, mighty rivers, beautiful lakes and amazing 

wildlife. The Paradise like Neelum valley, Mini Switzerland "Swat" wildlife. The Paradise like Neelum valley, Mini Switzerland "Swat" 

and Mountain Kingdom "Hunza Valley are present here.and Mountain Kingdom "Hunza Valley are present here.

Many foreigners are attracted towards such scenic beauty and Many foreigners are attracted towards such scenic beauty and 

visit Pakistan to explore the nature. visit Pakistan to explore the nature. 

The Next Time you plan a trip, remember your The Next Time you plan a trip, remember your 

country is no less than other.country is no less than other.
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A Pakistani A Pakistani 
FarmerFarmer

A Pakistani 
Farmer

Zainab Taimour (VI-G)
Warsak Road, Campus

Pakistan is an agricultural country. Our Pakistan is an agricultural country. Our 

prosperity depends upon our agricultural prosperity depends upon our agricultural 

production. For this, the Pakistani farmers production. For this, the Pakistani farmers 

contribution is great. Pakistan is a matter contribution is great. Pakistan is a matter 

of fact a land of farmers. More than 70% of fact a land of farmers. More than 70% 

of our population lives in villages. People of our population lives in villages. People 

one way or another depend on farmers one way or another depend on farmers 

for their food. These farmers bring in a for their food. These farmers bring in a 

big part of our GDP (Gross Domestic big part of our GDP (Gross Domestic 

Product) Our country owes great debt Product) Our country owes great debt 

to these hard working farmers.to these hard working farmers.
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Hajira Shakir (Kakakhel) VI-H
Hayatabad, Campus

Education prepares you for the Future.

Be Patient and take small steps.

Mastering a skill takes time.

What you learn is yours forever.

Start you day with positive thinking.

Don’t Keep waiting for a better tomorrow.

Success has to start somewhere.

Believe in yourself.

Have faith and be patient in hard times.

Keep trying new things.

Help wherever you can.

Trust yourself to succeed.

A scorpion can hold its breath till 6 days.A scorpion can hold its breath till 6 days.

The colour of dinosaur is still a mystery.The colour of dinosaur is still a mystery.

Snakes can sleep continuously 3 years.Snakes can sleep continuously 3 years.

Owl is an animal which does not have teeth.Owl is an animal which does not have teeth.

Cheetahs actively hunt during the day. Cheetahs actively hunt during the day. 

Other carnivorous cats such as leopards Other carnivorous cats such as leopards 

and lions are active at night.and lions are active at night.

Crocodiles can regrow each of their 80Crocodiles can regrow each of their 80

teeth up to 50 times.teeth up to 50 times.

Male and Female seahorses dance togetherMale and Female seahorses dance together

every morning to strengthen their bond.every morning to strengthen their bond.

Cheetah back legs are longer than theirCheetah back legs are longer than their

front legs. This helps them to jump further.front legs. This helps them to jump further.
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Iqra Ikhalq (7-P)
Warsak Road, Campus

Fun Facts Fun Facts Fun Facts About AnimalsAbout AnimalsAbout Animals

RIDDLES RIDDLES RIDDLES 
1) What is full of holes but still holds water?1) What is full of holes but still holds water?

2) 1 ground 5 streets2) 1 ground 5 streets

3) What is the another name for japan?3) What is the another name for japan?

4) What is red inside and green outside?4) What is red inside and green outside?

5) The place where 10 people go and only 9 5) The place where 10 people go and only 9 

    people come back.    people come back.

Answers:Answers:

  1) Sponge1) Sponge

  2) Hand2) Hand

  3) Nippon3) Nippon

    4) water melon4) water melon

  5) Graveyard5) Graveyard
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3) What is the another name for japan?

4) What is red inside and green outside?

5) The place where 10 people go and only 9 

    people come back.

Answers:

 1) Sponge
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 3) Nippon

  4) water melon

 5) Graveyard

Khadija Kubra (IV-S)Khadija Kubra (IV-S)
Warsak Road, CampusWarsak Road, Campus

Khadija Kubra (IV-S)
Warsak Road, Campus

Six Steps Six Steps 
For For 

Being Being 
Punctual Punctual 

Six Steps 
For 

Being 
Punctual 

1.1. Adopt a new mindset. Adopt a new mindset.

 Pack ahead. Pack ahead.2.2.

 Plan in advance Plan in advance3.3.

 Leave time for delays Leave time for delays4.4.

 Set the clock ahead. Set the clock ahead.5.5.

 Go to bed on time. Go to bed on time.6.6.

1. Adopt a new mindset.

 Pack ahead.2.

 Plan in advance3.

 Leave time for delays4.

 Set the clock ahead.5.

 Go to bed on time.6.

Hajira Shakir (Kakakhel) VI-H
Hayatabad, Campus

DRINK UP: 
THE IMPORTANCE 
OF HYDRATION?

Kashmala Khattak (O-II Lily)
Warsak Road, Campus

Staying hydrated is essential for good health. 

Water makes up a significant portion of our 

body, and it plays a crucial role in many bodily 

functions, such as regulating body temperature, 

transporting nutrients and flushing out toxins. 

When we don't drink enough water, we can 

become dehydrated, which can lead to a range 

of health problems, such as headaches, fatigue, 

and constipation. To stay hydrated, it's 

important to drink plenty of water through out 

the day, especially during hot weather or when 

engaging in physical activity. Other hydrating 

beverages, such as herbal tea or coconut

water, can also be benefiticial.
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Peshawar, School, Homework, Eraser, Sharpener, Pencil, Peshawar, School, Homework, Eraser, Sharpener, Pencil, 

English, Math, Six, Book, Block, Lion, King, Net, House,English, Math, Six, Book, Block, Lion, King, Net, House,

Hat, ShopHat, Shop
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Mahwara Ali (6th S)  Hayatabad, Campus

Impacts of Social Impacts of Social 
Media on Media on 

Mental HealthMental Health

Impacts of Social 
Media on 

Mental Health
By :- Hamna NaseemBy :- Hamna Naseem
Social Media has become a ubiquitous part of our lives, while it has Social Media has become a ubiquitous part of our lives, while it has 

many benefits, it can also has negative effects on our mental well many benefits, it can also has negative effects on our mental well 

being. Studies have shown that social media use can lead to being. Studies have shown that social media use can lead to 

increased feelings of anxiety, depression, and loneliness. This is increased feelings of anxiety, depression, and loneliness. This is 

because social media can create unrealistic expectations about because social media can create unrealistic expectations about 

what our lives should look like. We see carefully created images what our lives should look like. We see carefully created images 

of other people lives and compare them to our own, which can leadof other people lives and compare them to our own, which can lead

to feelings of inadequacy and self-doubt. Social media can also be a to feelings of inadequacy and self-doubt. Social media can also be a 

breeding ground for cyber bullying, which can have devastating breeding ground for cyber bullying, which can have devastating 

effects on mental health. Cyber Bullying can lead to feelings of effects on mental health. Cyber Bullying can lead to feelings of 

isolation, anxiety, and depression and in extreme case it can even isolation, anxiety, and depression and in extreme case it can even 

lead to suicide.lead to suicide.

However, its important to note that social media is not all bad. However, its important to note that social media is not all bad. 

There are many positive aspects of social media that can contribute There are many positive aspects of social media that can contribute 

to our mental wellbeing. Social media can be a valuable tool for to our mental wellbeing. Social media can be a valuable tool for 

connecting with others, especially during times when we are unable connecting with others, especially during times when we are unable 

to meet in person. It can also provide sense of community and to meet in person. It can also provide sense of community and 

support for people who many feel isolated or alonesupport for people who many feel isolated or alone
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